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J. Gierster [Math. Ann. 26, 309-3681 has proven a number of theorems giving 
the subgroup structure of LF(2,pn), p an odd prime, and has given simple ne- 
cessary and sticient conditions for two elements of LF(2,p”) to be conjugate. 
In this paper we obtain analogous theorems and conditions for LF(2,23. The 
methods involve solving congruences mod 2”. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let r denote the 2 x 2 modular group, i.e., the group of 2 x 2 integral 
matrices of determinant 1 in which a matrix is identified with its negative. 
Let Z’(n) denote the principal congruence subgroup of level n, i.e., the sub- 
group of P consisting of all matrices congruent to fZ mod n, where Z is the 
identity matrix. A subgroup G of r is called a congruence subgroup if G 
contains Z’(n) for some IZ. Let LF(2, n) = SL(2, n)/fZ, where SL(2, n) is the 
special linear group of degree 2 with entries in the integers mod n. LF(2, n) 
is isomorphic to Z’/.@). The congruence subgroups of F and hence the 
subgroups of LF(2, n) play an important role in the study of elliptic modular 
functions. In [3], Gierster gives a complete list of subgroups of LF(2, p”), p 
an odd prime. The essential tools he uses are a number of theorems on the 
subgroup structure of LF(2, p”) and necessary and sufficient conditions for 
two elements in LF(2, p”) to be conjugate. In this paper, we obtain analogous 
theorems and conditions for LF(2, 29. 
The following notation will be standard. H, = LF(2, 29. An element in 
H, will be written A = &(a, b, c, d). (A) denotes the group generated by A, 
1 A 1 = the order of A and / H 1 = the order of H, a subgroup of H, . K,” 
will denote the kernel of the natural homomorphism fr* from H, to H, , 
1 < r < it, defined by reducing the entries in A mod 2r. It is well known that 
1 K,.” ) is 23(n-‘9 if r # 1 and is 2 3n--4 if r = 1. An element of K,” has the form 
&(u + 2’t~, 2’v, 2~p, u - 2’~), where 0 < p, v, p < 2”-’ and u2 = 
1 + 22r(,u2 + VP) (mod 2”) which has four solutions for u for n > 3, r > 2. 
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For r = 1, we also need p2 + vp even to have any solutions for U. We 
restrict the choices for u to 2 by assuming u = 1 (mod 4) but unlike the case 
for p, an odd prime, where p, v, and p determine an element in K,“, for p = 2 
an element of Km depends on the choice of u as well. In fact {p, v, p, U> and 
&L + 2+-r--l, v, p, u + 29 determme the same element of K++% and we write 
+(p, v, p, u), . We usually assume at least one of p, v, and p is odd so that 
&L, v, p, u), is in K,.” - KF+, and has order 2”-‘. We will sometimes write = 
for = (mod 2”) when there is no danger of confusion. 
2. K,” 
We first consider subgroups H of K,” and we distinguish three cases: (1) 
HnK;,= (&Z), (2) I H n K,“_, / = 2, and (3) j H n KE, / = 4. The 
first case is easy. If 9 is in K,” - K,“,, , then j ??L 1 = 2n-t and e2 is in 
K” t+1 - KF+2. So if H n KL, = {&I> and H C Kin, then H = { +I]. For the 
second and third cases we have the following two theorems [l]. 
THEOREM 1. If 1 H n K& 1 = 2, then H n K,” is cyclic and so H is 
cyclic. 
THEOREM 2. If / H n K& I = 4, then H n K,* is generated by two 
elements aI and 9Yz of orders 2”-’ and 2”-“, respectively, where s > r > t. 
Further H n K,* = {+“liB2j), 1 < i < 2”-*, 1 ,< j < 2’“-“, so that 
/ H n K,‘” / = 22n--r--s. Hence H has this form. 
The statement of Theorem 1 in [I] also includes the fact that if @ -== 
4(p, V, p),. , then 9~‘” = #pIi, v[$, psi, UJ for some ei, 0 < ti < 2”-‘. 
We now show that, by modifying ui and .$i if necessary, we can assume the fi 
appearing in distinct ?P are distinct. Suppose $(,u.$, v<, p[, UJ and 
$&5 & P& Ui> are different powers of a. Then Uj2 = ui2 and so uj == 
U. + 2%-l. So @j?Pi = &(l + 2+l, 0, 0, 1 + 2’9 which then equals 
Ger-‘. Therefore p is odd and v and p are even, so that &.A.$, ~6, pf, uj) -=: 
#Q-Q’, vr, pc, ui), where .$’ = (2%-‘-l/p) + 5 + p (mod 2”). 
The proof of Theorem 2 shows that, in considering groups H with 
1 H n K,“_, 1 -L 4, we may assume that if @I = $(pl , v1 , pI , uJ,. and 
*2 = $4~~ , v2 , p2 , u2h , then 411~ , v  1 , PJ + b2 , v2 , p2J (mod ‘3 for 
any constant c. In particular, there are no groups of this type generated 
by two elements in K,” - K,” since. for elements in K,” - K,“, p2 i vp is 
even and so H n KL, would be j-(1 + 2+l, 2”-‘, 2+l, 1 -t 2”-I), 
&(l, 2%-l, 0, l), &(l, 0, 2n-1, l), and &I, which is not a group. To complete 
the description of subgroups of K,“, we will prove a theorem which gives a 
necessary and sufficient condition for two elements @l and e2 to generate a 
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group {%Ii%~} of order 2an-r-s. First we prove a lemma describing the 
product %I@!2 . 
LEMMA 1. Let @I = #(PI 3 VI 9 PI, ul)+, ‘% = #PZ, ~2, pe , uz>s , and 
w% = NP3, v3,p3, U3L' If r + s < n, p3 = plua + 2*-rpgu1 + 
28-1(vlpz - Pl’Z), v3 = w3 + P’ v,u,+ 28(/4v3- V#g), p3 = p1uz + 28-‘p,ul + 
26@1p2 - hp2) all mod 2”-r and u3 = u,u, + 2~+8(hp~ + vIp2) - 
2r+s-1(vlp2 - plv.J. Zf r + s > n, then p3 = pluz + 28-rpzuI , v3 = 
vlu2 + 2*+v,ul , p3 = plug + 2s-rp’p,u, all mod 2”-’ and u3 = u,u, . 
ProojI Writing out the product one sees that v, and p3 in both cases and 
p3 and u, in the second case have the indicated form. For p3 and u, in the 
first case, one solves simultaneously the congruences 
U3 + 2’P3 = ulua + 2’/+4 + 28/.+$4 + 2’+*(/+3 + vlp,) 
--ua + 2’/J3 = --u,U, + 2’/+3 + 2’,&u1 - 2”+*(/#+ + v,pl) 
(mod 29 
to get p3 = p1u2 + 28-r~2~1 + 28-1(vlpz - vzpl) (mod 2’+r-l). But p3 is 
determined mod 2”-’ and so p3 = plua + 28-c~au1 + 28-1(v,p3 - v2p1) + 
2’+‘% (mod 2’9, where E = 0 or 1, and then u3 has the desired form 
+2’+%. But the sets {p3 , v3 , p3 , u3} and (p3 + 212--c-1, v3 , pa , u3 + 2%-l} 
determine the same element in Kin so we may choose E = 0. 
THEOREM 3. Let % = b(pl, vl, ply ul>, and % = #h, v2, pz, 4,. 
(a) Suppose r + s 3 n. Then @I and 4, generate a group of order 
p--r--s 
(b) Suppose r + s < It. Let ~1’ = vlpn - plvz , v’ = plvz - V+L~ 
and p’ = pIp2 - plpz . Then 93, and 4, generate a group of order 2an--r-s if 
and only if&” + 4v’p’ = 0 (mod 2”+-9. 
ProoJ (a) For r + s 2 n, 4,%!, = %,%Y, and so the set {@‘l”@Sj}, 
1 < i < 2”-‘, 1 <j < 2”-“, is a group of order 2an-T-s. 
(b) For r + s < n, if %I and @Yz generate a group of the desired type, 
then {4YIi%J} = {+YSk4YI”} for 1 <j, k < 2”-“, 1 < i, m < 2+“. With 
@li = C(&l > 5P1, &PI, %I+, @2j = 4(5jt+2 9 tjv2 3 5jPZ 3 48 9 @lm = 
+&nPl , &‘I , &nf’1 , %n>r , and @sk = &k‘z , &Pit , ‘tkf%. , Uk)s , 1 < i%m < 
2”-‘, 1 ,< [j , tk < 2”~“, then %‘I’%zj = $(p3, v3, p3, u3), and SSk%I” = 
#(cl; 3 vj , pi , uj), as in Lemma 1. Then, given any ti , ‘$j , the following 
congruences have a solution for fk and & : 
2’/4(6& - uktm> + 2’/-%(6j% - ‘tk&d + 2c+8-1P’(fifj + ‘fmtk) E 0, 
2”V1(t&j - uk&%) + 2%(&Ui - !$k%) + 2’+8v’(tifj + f&k) z 0 (mod 2% 
2’p1(‘fi& - ukfm) + 2’pz(6@i - ‘fk%t) f 2’+‘p’(fifj + ‘tm’tk) E 0. (2.0 
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Since not all of pl, y1 , and p1 are even, 2”--’ divides &u, - u&, and then 
since (pl , v1 , pJ + c(p, , v, , pa (mod 2) for any c, 2’ divides 5;~~ - &u,,, 
and 28 divides &ur - &,,u~ . Since k; = In and & = 5, (mod 2) && + 
&,,,II, = O(mod 2). So making the substitutions 2”X = &ui - u& , 2’Y = 
&ui - &J, and Z = (&& + 5,&J/2 (mod 29, the following congruences 
have a solution: 
cllx + p*Y + $Z = 0, 
v,x + v,Y + 2v’Z Ez 0, 
p1x + psY + 2p’Z = 0. 
(mod 2%--r--8) (2.2) 
Now &&(uIuj/ukum) - &,,gk = 2r+sXY - 2aX&ui - 2TY&uj (mod 29. If X 
and Y are both even, then for any choice of & and & , 4 divides the left side 
of this congruence. Therefore, by letting & and & be odd which forces 5, 
and & to be odd, we can get 2 11 g&j + &,& . Hence at least one of X, Y, 
and Z is odd and so 
(mod 2”-‘-9. 
For the converse, suppose that ~1’~ + 4v’p’ = 0 (mod 2n-‘-8). Then 
CL'= l-%x+ p2K 
2v’ = qX + v,Y (mod 2A-T-9, 
2p’ = pJ + p2y 
(2.3) 
is solvable. By an earlier comment we have r = s = 1 is impossible. Multi- 
plying and substituting from (2.3) we see that, unless r = I and X is even, 
{@l%i) 2 (i(u’ + 2’cqL1 + 273p2 + 2n-+, ) 2Toq + 29, + 2n-‘E, ) 
2rorp, + 2yp2 + 2n--leg, u’ - 2rap1 - 27Llp2 + 2”-le, / 0 < 01 ( 2”-‘, 
0 < fl < 2”-*, 01, p odd and ci in (0, 1)) u {&(u' + 27~p1 + 29.~~ , 2r~~1 + 
wv2, 2’ap1 + 2yp2 ) 24’ - 2’yL1 - 2yqL2 / 0 < a < 2”-T, 0 < /3 < 2”-“, 
at least one of OL, fl even} = A u B and since the two sets have the same order, 
they are equal. Similarly {%2”@1m} equals A u B. So for any i, j, there exists 
a k, m such that %!li@2j = %2k%!1” and therefore {@l%?‘aj) is a group of 
order 22n--r-8. In the case r = 1 and X even, one again gets (4!~~*@~j} and 
(‘@2L@111P} equal to a third set and proceeds as before. 
We now consider the question of when two elements in K,n are conjugate. 
% = 4(/-h 9 Vl,Pl, ~3,. and e2 = +(p2, v2, p2, u& are conjugate via 
A = &(a, b, c, d) if and only if the following congruences are solvable: 
641/12/z-8 
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(1) (p.1 - q&z + p1b - %C = 0, 
(3 -•~paa + (14 + q& + p,d = 0, 
(3) v,a - (pl + c&b - w2d = 0, (mod 29 
(4) --EP& + vlc + (q2 - p&i = 0, 
(5) ad - bc = 1 (mod 29 
where E = kl . What one would like is a simple necessary and sufficient 
condition involving %1 and %2 for this system to be solvable. The following 
theorem gives a simple necessary condition. 
THEOREM 4. If 9Yl and 9.J2 are conjugate, then p12 + vlpl 5 p22 + v’2p2 
(mod 29. 
Proof If all of v 1 , p 1, v2, and pa are 0, then @I and e2 are diagonal and 
so are conjugate if and only if pI z fp2 (mod 29 implying that ~~2 = ~1~2 
(mod 2+‘). Suppose at least one of v, , pl, v2, and pa, say, pl, + 0 (mod 
29. Then multiplying (3) and (4) by pl, solving (1) and (2) for plb and 
pld, respectively, and substituting back into (3) and (4), one obtains 
((p? -I- wd - (~12~ i- wd>a = ((p? -I- vlp3 - (pz2 + v,pz))c = 0 (mod 
29. But one of a and c is odd since ad - bc = 1 (mod 29 and so p12 + 
v,p, = pz2 + v2p2 (mod 2+9. 
Unfortunately this condition is not quite sufficient; one must also be able 
to solve mod 8 a congruence obtained from ad - bc s 1 (mod 29. For 
example, if p1 is odd, then (l), (2), and (5) can be combined to get the con- 
gruence p2a2 - 2p2ac - v2 c2 = EP~ (mod 2”-3. If this is solvable mod 8, a 
simple induction shows it is solvable mod 2@-’ and then the condition 
p12 + vlpl = p22 + vzp2 (mod 29 guarantees that the solution also 
satisfies (3) and (4). The congruence p2a2 - 2pzac - v2c2 E &pl (mod 8) 
with p1 odd is solvable if and only if at least one of the following conditions is 
satisfied: 
(1) pa or v2 = &pl . 
(2) Exactly two of p2 , v2 , and cl2 are odd. 
(3) p2 and exactly one of p2 and v$ are even and if 4 1 Pi, then p2v2 E 4 
or 6 (mod 8) or if 4 7 p2 , then p2v2 = 0 or 2 (mod 8). 
Similar conditions hold for the other cases, namely, with vl , p2, or v2 
oddorifallofp,,v,,p,, v2 are even, then with p1 and ,FL~ odd. Unlike for 
p > 2, where one uses the quadratic formula to reduce the question of the 
solvability of the quadratic congruence to comparing the quadratic character 
of two corresponding entries in &I and a2, there does not seem to be a 
simple general statement for p = 2. 
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3. H,,-KI” 
If A = -&(a, b, c, d) is in H, - K,“, then by conjugating by 1(0, - 1, 1, 0) 
if necessary, we may assume that b # 0. Let s = the trace of +(a, b, c, d) = 
j-(a + d>. Clearly if A and A’ are conjugate, they have the same trace. If s 
and s’ are odd, then by [2], A and A’ are conjugate to +(O, - 1, I, s) and 
(0, - I, 1, s’), respectively. But these are conjugate if and only if s = fs’ 
so we have the following theorem: 
THEOREM 5. Suppose A and A’ are in H,, - K,” with s and s’ odd. Then A 
is conjugate to A’ if and only ifs = &s’. 
Let T be a set of representatives for V/V”, where V is the set of units in 
Z,, . We will assume that if A and A’ have the same trace, then a + d = 
a’ + d’. For elements A and A’ with the same even trace s, we get conditions 
for them to be conjugate as corollaries to the following theorem, which is a 
composite of results in [2]. 
THEOREM 6. Suppose A is in H,, - K,“, n >, 3, with s even. Then A is 
conjugate to N(t, u) = f(1, u, t, 1 + tu) with u in T such that b-lu = 1 
(mod 8) and t such that tu = s - 2 (mod 29. If 2 I/ s, we may assume 8 I t, 
and +N(t, u) is conjugate to +N(t’, u’) tf and only if they are equal. If 
s = 0 (mod 4) and 2’+l f s, +N(t, u) is conjugate to +N(t’, u’) if and only zf 
uu’ = 1 or 5 (mod 8) and tu E t’u’ (mod 2’9. Zf Zn-l I s, all N(t, u) with the 
same trace are conjugate. 
COROLLARY 1. If 2 (( s, A is conjugate to A’ ifand onZy ifbb’ = 1 (mod 8). 
Proof. A and A’ are conjugate to +N(t, u) and +N(t’, a’), respectively, 
with b-k and b’-lu’ squares. So bb’uu’ = 1 (mod 8). By Theorem 6, +N(t, u) 
is conjugate to +N(t’, a’) if and only if au’ = 1 (mod 8). But UU’ z 1 
(mod 8) if and only if bb’ = 1 (mod 8). So A is conjugate to A’ if and only if 
bb’ = 1 (mod 8). 
COROLLARY 2. Zf 4 1 s and 2”-’ + s, A is conjugate to A’ if and only if 
bb’ = 1 or 5 (mod 8). 
COROLLARY 3. Zf 2n-1 I s, A is conjugate to A’. 
Since &(O, -1, 1, s)” = *L(-s, 1 - 9, -1 + 9, -2s + s3), 
(f(0, -1, 1, s)) n Kin #I if and only if s # il. If s = I1 then 
*(O, - 1, 1, s) has order 3. Since for t even, iN(t, u)” = -j-(1 + tu, 2u + u2t, 
2t + ut2, 1 + 3tu + t2u2), (N(t, a)) n K,” = I if and only if 2~ + u2t = 
2t + t2u = 0 and 1 + tu = 1 + 3tu + (tu)” = fl (mod 2”) if and only if 
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tu = -2 (mod 29 if and only if fN(t, u) has order 2. The fact that an 
element in K,” - K,“,, has order 2++ and the preceding make it easy to 
calculate the order of an element in I$, - IL,” by conjugating it to N(t, u) or 
&(O, - 1, 1, s) and then squaring or cubing. 
THEOREM 7. For n > 3, there are no noncyclic subgroups H of H,, such 
thatjHnKK,“I =I. 
Proof. Since H,/Kln has order 6, the only possibility is a group H of 
order 6. So H contains an element of order 3 which, by conjugating, we can 
assume is f(0, -1, 1, 1) = T and an element of order 2, -J-(a, b, c, -a) = V. 
Then 9% * V and V. 4 both have order 2 and -c + b - a E -c + b + a 
(mod 2”). Therefore a = 0 (mod 29 and b = c (mod 29, which yields 
b2 = -1 (mod 29, an impossibility. 
If H g K,” and j H A K,” 1 # 1, then as in Gierster, H = {%‘i Vj}, where 
(4Pi’i> is a subgroup of H n K,” and (Vl(mod 2)) form a group. The only 
groups mod 2 are cyclic of order 2 and 3 and LF(2, 2). We may assume that 
(Vi) = (I, N(t, u)> in the first case and that (VJ = (f(0, -I, 1, s)j [ j = 
0, 1, 21 in the second case. For p > 2, Gierster shows that if H C LF(2, p”) 
and H (mod p) = LF(2, p), then H = LF(2, p”). This is not true for p = 2. 
In U’(2, 4), the group (1, &-to, -1, 1, 0, f(L 1, -ho), &(2, -1, 1, 2), 
&(l, 3, 2, 3), f(3, 2, 3, I)> reduces to LF(2, 2). This example also shows 
that Theorem 7 is false for n = 2. In LF(2, 8), the group H generated by 
B = {I, f(5, 4, 0, 5), +(% 0, 4, 5), fU,4, 4, 111, R = ztt(O, -1, -1, 1) 
and T = j-(-2, - 1, 5, 2) reduces to LF(2, 2) and since B is normal in 
LF(2, 8), a straightforward calculation shows this group is just B * (R) * (T) 
of order 24. Then in LF(2, 29, the inverse image of H under fsn is not all of 
LF(2, 29 and reduces to LF(2,2). However, we do have the following result. 
THEOREM 8. If H C LF(2, 29, n >, 3, and H (mod 4) is LF(2,4), then 
H = LF(2, 2”). 
ProoJ The proof is by induction. Suppose H _C LF(2, 8) and H (mod 4) is 
LF(2, 4). Then 3( 1, 2, 0, l), &(I, 0, 2, 1) and f(1, 2, 2, 1) all have pre- 
images in K13 - Kz3 of the form &(u + 2~, 2v, 2p, u - 2~) for appropriate 
choices of II, v, p. Squaring these one gets i-(1, 2*-l, 0, l), &(I, 0, 2”-l, 1) 
and f(1 + 2*-l, 2+r, 2+l, 1 + 2’9 in H, So Kz3 C H and [ H/Kz3 1 = 
] LF(2, 4)/. Therefore ] H j = ) LF(2, S)] and H = LF(2, 8). Next let H C 
LF(2,2”) and let HI = H (mod 29. Then HI (mod 4) is LF(2,4) and so by 
the induction hypothesis, HI = LF(2, 29. Furthermore, by an argument 
similar to the first part, JCL1 C H. So 1 H/KLl 1 = j LF(2, 2’9 and 
H = LF(2,2”). 
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